Summer University 2019 at
the University of Opole
Study, explore and have fun at the
heart of Europe!

Teaching English
in Theory and Practice
15 July - 14 August 2019
Welcome to the summer programme at the University of Opole where you can
get a unique chance to broaden your knowledge, develop your communication
skills, and enjoy summertime in the exciting and well-situated place. This year,
we have developed a programme that offers even greater freedom and flexibility
in pursuing your personal ambitions and interests.
Your track is Teaching English in Theory and Practice and your morning
classes and practical training will be completely devoted to the professional
development. In the afternoons you will be able to interact with other
participants of the Summer University of Opole in various cultural events.

Summer University Schedule
Our programme covers more than 80 hours of classes, workshops and
activities. All in-class activities are divided into two major parts. The core module
that focuses on teacher training issues, including Teaching fundamentals,
Teaching English on particular educational stages, Information technology in a
foreign language classroom, Psychology on particular educational stages, etc., as
well as Academic English classes, where students can learn English within the
context and in the atmosphere that suit their respective study profile.
Additionally, each participant will be able to join afternoon and weekend
activities.

Teacher Training
The University of Opole has been one of the leading Polish institutions in teacher
training for over six decades. Our professors are experts in the field, but even
more importantly, we cooperate with local schools, where you will get to
practice. There are no regular classes in schools during the summer break, but
there are vacation courses for school pupils we will work with. This gives you a
perfect opportunity to connect the theory and practice.

The summer university is organised in the following way:

THE CORE COURSE - 50H
It includes the core curriculum in English and English teaching with the
elements of Teaching fundamentals, Teaching English on particular educational
stages, Information technology in a foreign language classroom, Psychology on
particular educational stages and different aspects of Academic English.
AFTERNOON WORKSHOPS - 30H - AND EXCURSIONS
Workshops will allow you to practice and expand your communicative skills
beyond the classroom environment in natural, spontaneous situations. They
will involve such activities as cooking classes, photography workshops,
sightseeing trips, as well as meetings with interesting people.
The programme also includes a two-day trip to Kraków (Poland’s ancient
capital) and a one-day excursion to Wrocław (optional).

Fee
The fee for the three-week programme is 650 Euro. It covers 80 hours of classes,
including 50 hours of the core course and 30 hours of workshops and activities.
The fee also covers campus accommodation and excursion to Kraków. It does
not cover costs of insurance, travel and food.
For those interested in a richer range of activities at additional cost, we have
prepared exciting additional offer:

Central European Capitals
A trip to central European capitals – three-day visiting Berlin, Prague, Vienna and
Bratislava – extra cost approx. 250 Euro. The ultimate price depends on the
number of participants.

Register here
(preliminary registration - not binding)
For more information please visit our website: h
 ello.uni.opole.pl/summer
Contact us via e-mail: summer@uni.opole.pl

